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ABSTRACT

Centre for General Practice and School of Population Health, University of
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia. myelland@bigpond.com

OBJECTIVES: To assess the efficacy of a prolotherapy injection

and exercise protocol in the treatment of chronic nonspecific low

back pain. DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial with two-by-two

factorial design, triple-blinded for injection status, and single-

blinded for exercise status. SETTING: General practice.

PARTICIPANTS: One hundred ten participants with nonspecific

low-back pain of average 14 years duration were randomized to

have repeated prolotherapy (20% glucose/0.2% lignocaine) or

normal saline injections into tender lumbo-pelvic ligaments and

randomized to perform either flexion/extension exercises or normal

activity over 6 months. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: Pain

intensity (VAS) and disability scores (Roland-Morris) at 2.5, 4, 6,

12, and 24 months. RESULTS: Follow-up was achieved in 96% at

12 months and 80% at 2 years. Ligament injections, with exercises

and with normal activity, resulted in significant and sustained

reductions in pain and disability throughout the trial, but no

attributable effect was found for prolotherapy injections over saline

injections or for exercises over normal activity. At 12 months, the
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proportions achieving more than 50% reduction in pain from

baseline by injection group were glucose-lignocaine: 0.46 versus

saline: 0.36. By activity group these proportions were exercise: 0.41

versus normal activity: 0.39. Corresponding proportions for >50%

reduction in disability were glucose-lignocaine: 0.42 versus saline

0.36 and exercise: 0.36 versus normal activity: 0.38. There were no

between group differences in any of the above measures.

CONCLUSIONS: In chronic nonspecific low-back pain, significant

and sustained reductions in pain and disability occur with ligament

injections, irrespective of the solution injected or the concurrent use

of exercises.

REVIEW

Research is formalized curiosity.  It is poking and prying with a purpose.

It is a seeking that he who wishes may know the cosmic secrets of the

world and that they dwell therein.

…Zora Neale Hurston.

The community of researchers who study prolotherapy are a dedicated lot who
have attempted, over the years, to explain, assess, quantify and evaluate the treatment.

Often, those conducting the research are the same clinicians who have found
prolotherapy to be a useful treatment modality in their practice.  Other researchers have

been at best cynical about this treatment and at worst disinclined to allow its validation to

see the light of day.
The vast majority of research on prolotherapy has been long on good faith and

less robust when it comes to precise methodological design, a fact that has garnered the
attention of insurers, governmental entities and a cacophony of prolotherapy naysayers.
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Prolotherapy is not easily studied, in part, because the conditions it treats are, themselves,

often the result of many interrelated factors which are difficult to measure, hard to control
and even more difficult to incorporate into a rigorously controlled research design.  These

problems, along with the innate attraction to that which possesses face validity, have
promoted the dominance of the clinical outcome study when it comes to investigating

prolotherapy.  Though attractive on its face, the clinical outcome study design lay before

the researcher like a minefield waiting for a misstep.
The current study attempted to depart from the clinical outcome research model,

substituting in its place a research model that incorporated two controls.  The first control
was for the independent variable of the prolotherapy injection that consisted of a saline

injection.  The second control involved a treatment population that received exercise as

the intervention.

THE RESEARCH SUBJECTS

110 subjects who, over the past 14 years, experienced a diffuse, chronic lower-
back pain, as measured by a visual analogue scale (VAS) and a modified Roland-Morris

disability questionnaire.  The research subjects, by definition, experienced a waxing and
waning of their lower-back pain for almost a decade and a half, prior to enrolling in this

study.  These subjects got better, they got worse, they got better, with the pain inclusion

criterion defined by the researchers as, “low-back pain present on more than half the days
in the past 6 months.” 1  Thus, this research population represents a moving target, of

sorts, where the effects of both independent and control variables, if any, are
superimposed upon naturally occurring directional trends in the data identified as

increasing/decreasing pain and disability scores.

TRENDING

The problems independent directional trends pose may manifest in any number of
ways.  For example, an active independent variable’s effect may be diminished during
                                                  
1 Page 10, ¶ 1, Lines 1-2.
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periods of pain exacerbation, whereas a control variable may be ascribed undeserved

effectiveness during periods of naturally occurring pain relief. 2

To further emphasize this point, at the outset of this study, 42% of participants

described their pain as worsening gradually.  It would be very important to know whether
these individuals were distributed equally between the experimental and control groups.

For those 42% of subjects who reported a gradual worsening of pain, the 50% reduction

of pain understated their true response to the interventions.

PROLIFERANT/IRRITANTS
The experimental variable consisted of an index injection comprised of 20%

glucose/0.2% lignocaine (with 4 ml 50% glucose, 1 ml 2% lignocaine, and 5 ml water in

each 10-ml syringe).  The control variable consisted of an equal volume .9% saline.  The
injection protocol was, according to the authors, as follows:

“Injections were performed through an anesthetized wheal

of skin over each site after first contacting bone to confirm
their position.  Approximately 3 ml solution was infiltrated

at each site and a maximum of 10 sites treated at each visit.
If not improvement was noted by the fifth session, the

deeper interosseous sacroiliac ligaments on the affected

side of side were also treated.” 3

First and foremost, the injection by needle into ligamentous tissue is, itself, an

irritant of the first order.  Add to the mechanical irritant potential of the needle a volume
of normal saline, and one must seriously consider whether or not the so-called control

injection, itself, functioned as a mild to moderate irritant, which would be expected to

initiate the process of inflammation, granulation and contraction phases that results in

                                                  
2 Researchers cannot assume that random assignments of this initial subject pool into an experimental and
control group would equalize this confounding effect. Randomized assignments, like the flip of a coin, may
result in repeated sequences of “heads,” which only balances out to approximate the expected 50:50
probability outcome measure when the researcher flips the coin thousands of times.
3 Page 10, ¶ 5. Lines 6-12.
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increased ligamentous tone.  To be succinct, the authors attempted to control for the

active proliferant/irritant with yet another proliferant/irritant.  It is as though researchers
studying the efficacy of Augmentin (Amoxicillin + Clavulanate) used as their control

Amoxicillin, in lieu of a “sugar pill.”
The authors failed to provide a before and after measure of ligamentous tone.

Therefore, the thoughtful observer is forced to analyze the irritant potential of the control

injections in order to assess the control variable confound introduced into this study.  It
may very well be that this study is best described as an investigation of the effect on pain

and disability of two profilerant/irritant solutions.  Given the author’s conclusion that,
“There were significant reductions in mean pain intensity and disability scores from

baseline in all groups from 2.5 months until the end of the trial,” one is left to ponder

whether or not this study is best thought of as direct evidence that proliferant/irritant
solutions, injected into ligamentous tissue do, in fact, significantly reduce pain and

disability for longstanding sufferers of chronic lower-back pain, vis a vis the well

understood mechanism of inflammation, granulation and contraction of ligamentous
tissue.

SIDE EFFECTS

To further buttress the conclusion that this study is best thought of as an analysis

of the effects of two differing proliferant/irritant solutions on pain and disability scores,
we draw the reader’s attention to the classic side effects which typically result from the

injection of a proliferant/irritant solution into tender ligamentous tissue.  In this study,
increased back pain, leg pain, and increased back stiffness, the result of experimental and

control injections, did not differ between the experimental and control group.  Given the

well known inflammatory symptomology patients experience when injected with
standard prolotherapy solutions, including the one labeled as the experimental variable in

this study, the fact that control subjects experienced no statistically significant differences
in inflammation-mediated symptomology, is indirect proof that both experimental and

control injections were similar in their inflammation producing profile.  Furthermore, the
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current authors stressed their meticulous recording protocol which chronicled so-called

transient, minor adverse effects of both group’s injections.  That protocol documented a
much higher incidence of adverse effects.  Of paramount importance, these inflammatory

mediated responses were equally common in both experimental and control groups, a
surprising finding if, as the authors contend, their saline injection was merely a “control”

injection.

We might add that directional trends are important indices to note in those
instances where a study seeks to compare a mild irritant with an irritant that is similar in

its inflammatory potential.  In this study the directional trends are consistent with our
notion that this study is best thought of as an investigation of two similar

proliferant/irritant solutions on pain and disability.  At twelve months, the relatively

stronger glucose-lignocaine solution yielded a .46 proportionate reduction in pain, while
the relatively weaker saline proliferant/irritant, yielded a .36 proportionate reduction in

pain.  Similar proportionate reductions in disability scores were noted, e.g., .42 and .34,

respectfully.

EXERCISE
It is noteworthy that the authors concluded that exercise had no benefit when

compared with those subjects who engaged in normal activity, absent exercise.  In a

massive study conducted at the University of Ulster at Jordanstown, involving 1730
subjects, authors concluded that exercise had a positive effect on chronic lower-back pain

(CLBP), and results were largely maintained at follow-up. 4

We wonder whether or not the results from the current study of 110 subjects

failed to capture an improvement secondary to exercise because of its relatively small

sample size compared to the Ulster study, or whether or not the outcome measures used
to assess pain and disability were inadequate, or whether or not for this subject pool

                                                  
4 Liddle SD, Baxter GD, Gacy JR.  Exercise and chronic low back pain:  what works?  Journal of Pain,
2004 Jan; 107 (1-2):  176-90.
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exercise had no measurable effect, or whether or not the exercise program used here truly

proved to be of no value within the context of other variables.

STATISTICS
Statistically, we question the two-tailed application of all statistical tests utilized.5

The two-tailed t-test assesses the probability of a score’s locus within a normal

distribution of potential numerical values extending below or above the mean of the
distribution.  The authors, however, predefined their data to fall disproportionately only

on one end of the distribution.  The authors skewed their distribution of potential scores
by limiting their analysis to subjects who achieved at least a 50% reduction of pain, thus

focusing their statistical analysis only on one end, that is, one tail of the distribution.

Additionally, the authors utilized the Fisher’s exact test.  This test is designed to
assess the relationship between two categorical variables (with two levels).  We wonder

whether or not the authors created categorical variables with meaning by transmuting

linear numerical values, e.g., pain and/or disability scores, into categories based upon
their response criteria.  In the 2 x 2 case, which is the one Fisher looked at when he

developed the exact test, either the Pearson chi-square or the difference in proportions
(which are equivalent) are typically used.  Such categorical data cannot be presumed to

be objective in their application in this study, because the proportions in this study were

defined to ignore a significant portion of the data.  In effect, the author’s narrowed their
focus on data coming from an arbitrarily defined and narrow slice of the data distribution

curve.  Like the blind man who upon grasping the leg of the elephant, these authors
concluded they were holding onto a tree trunk, not merely a creature with massive legs.

AUTHOR ACKNOWLEDGED CONFOUNDS
The authors identified multiple confounds in their study.  They suggested that the

significant improvement in pain and disability scores for the combined experimental and
control group may be the result of a regression to the mean phenomenon and/or an

                                                  
5 Page 11, ¶ 2, Line 14.
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experimenter’s effect described by the authors as “the positive effect created by confident

treatment from a caring practitioner.”  With reference to the latter explanation, one is left
to ponder the antecedents to such a strong psychological effect, given the significant

amount of the reductions in pain and disability among subjects.  Such a dramatic
improvement as attributed to psychological factors is even more problematic, given the

fact that the authors used Waddel’s nonorganic signs of back pain to screen out subjects

whose back pain was of a psychological etiology.  If the authors are suggesting a placebo
effect to account for subject’s improvements, then its profound effect in this study

deserves further investigation.
The authors also made note of the possibility of a needle counterirritation effect

confound, that is, an unintended “acupuncture” effect wherein pain pathway impulses

were so successfully scrambled that a long term benefit in chronic low back pain resulted.
The implication of this suggested conclusion is that the subjects’ chronic lower-back pain

was predominantly mediated by a chronic pain feedback loop.  By breaking the loop with

needle-induced counterirritation, the patient’s got significantly better.  Given this
interpretation of the results of this study, perhaps the authors stumbled upon one of the

best validations of imprecise and unintended acupuncture ever reported in the literature.

DESIGN REMEDIES

The authors of this study could have avoided any number of obvious confounds
had they simply included a third control group which only received a superficial pin prick

”injection” which did not violate the subject’s ligamentous tissue.
It would have been very helpful to have remedied what is a glaring error in pain

assessment, by first assessing the subject’s tolerance to pain.  This is important when

utilizing mean scores from which to assess between group differences.  We know that as
a rule, women have a higher pain threshold than do men, as do older subjects, when

compared to younger men and women.
The authors failed to establish an inter-rater reliability among VAS scorers, i.e.,

the subjects. Simply put, a VAS score of 5 for one subject is not a VAS score of 5 for a
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different subject, unless subject “A” rates “moderate” pain with the same numerical value

as does subject “B”.   Statistically, taking the mean of VAS scores, without carefully
evaluating standard deviations of VAS ratings where inter-rater reliability has not been

established, leaves the reader to ponder the meanings that can be given to within group
summary data.

As written in the beginning, clinical outcome studies lay before the researcher like

a minefield.  In the current study, the authors stepped on more than one land mine, thus
bringing into question the conclusions as to between group differences with regard to the

efficacy of prolotherapy.  One thing we know, subjects who received prolotherapy
injections got better, at least according to the outcome measures used by the current

authors.  Why they got better, absent more precise measures of the mechanisms by which

prolotherapy is presumed to have its positive effect, remains yet another unanswered
question in this study.
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